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I Rewrite the sentences so that they have the similar meaning. Begin with the given words. 

Question 1: It is not necessary for me to worry about the exams. (have to) 

→ I____________________________________________________________________ 

Question 2: You are not allowed to use your mobile phone in the examination room. (mustn’t) 

→You ______________________________________________. 

Question 3: The boy plays football in the schoolyard every afternoon. (Cleft sentence) 

→It______________________________________________. 

Question 4:   The little girl greeted her grandfather in a strange language. (Cleft sentence) 

→It______________________________________________. 

Choose the underlined part that needs correcting. 

Question 5:    The chef tasted the meat cautious before carefully serving it to his special guest.  

                     A            B      C          D 

Question 6   It was in 1971 that transatlantic supersonic transportation becomes commercially available. 

    A            B                 C    

Choose the word has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest:  
Question 7:  

A. extended B. determined C. well- informed D. reconciled 

Question 8:  

      A. conflicts          B. thinks                   C. norms              D. interests 

 

Choose the best to complete the sentnces:  

Question 9: I live in a/an____________with my parents and my elder sister in the coastal area. 

 A. extended family       B. nuclear family     C. extended house  D. nuclear house 

Question 10: Jame and his father were ____________ after an argument. 

A. listened     B. decided  C. reconciled  D. opposed 

Question 11: You must believe in your abilities and have ___________ in yourself to succeed. 

      A.confidence   B. confident       C. confidently             D. confide 

Question 12: To maintain a lifelong friendship, you should be________and care about your friends’ feelings. 

 A. sympathetic  B. sympathize         C. sympathy  D. sympathizer 

Question 13: Mai’s grandma: “I’m afraid there’s no real friendship between a boy and a girl” 

                      Mai: “______________, Granny. We are just good friends”             

       A. I hope so  B. Don’t worry                  C. Don’t mention it  D. Of course not 

Question 14:   All students____________wear uniforms at school because it is a rule. 

A. should   B. must            C. ought to   D. have to 

Question 15:   A: Jane wants to reconcile with her friend.  

  B: That ___________ good.   

A. smells   B. tastes          C. remains  D. sounds 

Question 16: It was my father _________________ took me to the zoo last summer. 

A. that   B. whom           C. why   D. which 

 

Read the passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the questions. 

    Many researchers have found that family members are happier when they share household chores and 

responsibilities. However, sharing responsibilities doesn’t necessarily mean family members must divide 

chores equally. Sharing can mean something different to every family, doing things together and having 

mutual, agreed-upon divisions of labor benefitted all family members. The more all family members perceived 

that they were engaged in routine family work tasks, the better the relationships were for all members. Doing 

household chores and being engaged with the children seem to be important ways for fathers to connect with 

their family, and that connection is related to better relationships. These simple connections in daily life seem 

to enhance family members’ satisfaction and improve the quality of their relationships. 



Question 17: What is the main idea of this passage? 

A. Different benefits from sharing household and responsibility of family members. 

B. Benefits from sharing household and responsibility of family members. 

C. Necessity of sharing household and responsibility of family members. 

D. The more all family members were engaged in household, the better the relationships they get.  

Question 18:Which following is NOT true? 

A. The quality of family relationships will be improved better when fathers save time for family. 

B. The connection between parents and children by sharing household chores and responsibilities together. 

C. Divisions of labor must be mutual, agreeable in the family. 

D. It is necessary to divide responsibilities and chores equally into the number of people in the family. 

Question 19: According to the writer, on what are divisions of labor in each family based? 

A. family members ‘role     B. family members’ preference  

C. family members ‘competence    D. family members’ benefits 

Question 20. The word “perceived” in line 5 should be best replaced by _________ 

A. understood   B. found out   C. discovered   D. thought 

 

Choose the best option to complete the following passage.  

Question: In my class, the girls are on good terms (21)_______ all the boys, except me. The girls just don't 

even notice me, and the boys make jokes about it. I think that's because I'm short and fat, and girls don't find 

me attractive. I (22)_________ very lonely. Please help me! 

Counsellor: Well, don't worry too much. Everyone has qualities that make them attractive to other people. A 

person's true value does not lie in his appearance, but in his achievements and contributions to the community. 

I don't think it's your physical appearance (23)________makes the girls stay away from you. If you study hard 

and become an (24)___________ student, girls may notice you and ask you for help. Meanwhile, you should 

try building up friendships. Take the initiative and engage your classmates in friendly conversations. Ask them 

questions to find out what they like to talk about - a song, a film or something else - and then discuss that 

topic. I hope that will help. 

Question 21: A. to   B. with    C. in   D. for 

Question 22: A. take          B. make             C. see      D. feel 

Question 23: A. who           B. whom            C. that       D. which 

Question 24: A. excellence             B. excellency              C. excellent  D. excellently 

 

 

_______THE END______ 


